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Potentials of Molten Tin as a Coolant for Electronuclear Systems
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One of the first proposals to use liquid tin for nuclear power facility was done by
J.R.Weeks in 1971 III. He considered melts of natural tin and its eutectic alloys, Bi-Sn,
Pb-Sn, and Bi-Pb-Sn as potential coolants for fast reactors. The attractive features of tin
such as high boiling point (7bOii. = 2270 °C), low vapor pressure (~ 100 Pa for 800 °C),
and low melting point (rmeit. - 231.9 °C), were mentioned. Meanwhile it was noted that
molten tin is one of the agressive liquid metals. It interacts with steel to form FeSn2. So
Cr, Mo, W or Ti as potentially satisfactory structural materials appear to be used for high
temperatures. Later Zr alloys were also considered to be a compatible material with liquid
tin.

The next proposal to use molten tin in fast reactors was done by L.Qian in 1992 121.
He analyzed the possibility for changing sodium by tin coolant to increase the safety of
minor actinides burner. The share of delayed neutrons in a core with liquid tin can be
increased in doping a small amount of Pu and diluted U. This is impossible in the core
with liquid sodium due to the void effect of reactivity. In general, it was shown that tin is a
promising alternative for sodium, and its using essentially improves fast reactor safety
properties.

The first proposal to use liquid tin in electronuclear systems was done by
G.L.Khorasanov et al in 1996 /3-5/. It is known that the neutron yield from a tin target-
converter irradiated with 100-400 MeV protons is slightly less than the one of the lead
target. This fact requires an increase of accelerator power to provide the necessary
intensity of neutrons, 1018-1019 neutron/s, for full-scale electronuclear systems.
Meanwhile, the use of Sn instead of Pb or Bi-Pb can sufficiently improve thermal and
physical and ecological characteristics of target assembly.

In comparing liquid tin and liquid lead characteristics, one can conclude the
following.
• The low melting point of tin in comparison with lead allows the inlet temperature of a

coolant to decrease.
• Due to the higher boiling point of tin, the operation range of temperatures for tin

coolant, A T= 7boii-rmeit, is wider than the one for lead coolant.
• Requirements to liquid tin circulation are easier than that to liquid lead in systems with

positive motion.
• Consideration of thermal and physical properties (such as heat conductivity, heat

capacity, dynamic viscosity, and etc.) gives also some advantage for tin over lead.
• Due to the mentioned thermal and physical properties of tin, it is possible very

effective heat removal up to 1 GW/m3. In this case, the required coolant temperature is
of order 400-600 °C and coolant flow velocity is about 2 - 4 m/s.

• The estimated radioactivity of tin as well as bismuth-lead is high enough after
irradiation with 400 MeV proton flux of 5-1013 proton/cm2-s during 1 year. It requires a
cooling time of several thousand years to decrease target activities to the acceptable
hands-on level, which is about 108 Bq/kg for beta-active nuclides 161.

• A completed absence of alpha-active nuclides (Po-210, Pb-202) in the radioactive
wastes of tin makes it less radiotoxic material than lead or bismuth-lead.
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• Tin target may also compete with lead target as an effective proton-to-neutron
converter; to enhance the neutron yield heavy tin isotope, Sn-124 (6 percent in the
natural mixture), must be used. It was calculated that neutron yields Pb-208, Hg-204,
and Sn-124 differ less than 15 percent.

• As concerned the compatibility of liquid tin with steels it must be noted that an
increased oxygen content in a heat transfer system with liquid metal coolant causes the
intensive corrosion of structural materials. The scale of oxygen effect on steel
corrosion is defined not by oxygen mass concentration in liquid metal but a level of its
oxidation potential in saturation on oxygen. For example, the corrosion in sodium is
less than the one in lead at equal oxygen mass content in them and all other things as
temperature, hydrodynamics, surface state of structural materials. One can assume that
liquid tin intervening sodium and lead on the oxidation potential in saturation state is
to be characterized by temperate oxygen-dependent corrosion activity in comparison
with lead and eutectic alloy of bismuth-lead. In this case, one can do away with classic
technology for oxygen passivation of structural materials and recommend a
development of oxygen-less coolant technology as for sodium 111.
Thus, the cited arguments and estimation permit tin to be considered as a target-

converter material in beam-reactor systems. The use of molten tin can improve thermal
and physics, safety, and ecology of an electronuclear system at increasing a price of 15-30
percent beam power.
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